CoSign Connector
for Oracle WebCenter Content
Standard and secure digital signatures for WCC

Organizations are
increasingly investing in
Enterprise Content
Management and Business
Process Management to
enhance their operations,
increase efficiencies and
ensure compliance, not to
mention the hopes of cutting
costs. Unfortunately unless

they are also implementing a
compliant and standards
based digital signature
solution that is integrated into
the enterprise, their overall
ROI on these investments is
greatly reduced due to the
inefficiencies of having to
print, sign, and scan legal
documents

Advantages


Secure integration of
digital signature
functionality for
WebCenter Content



Legal, compliant,
verifiable solution



Easily and affordably
eliminate expensive
print/sign/scan cycles



Increase ROI and
ensure data integrity



Reduce the cost of
compliance and
reduce the risk of
noncompliance



Minimize the cost of
training and support



Flexible deployment,
with support provided
by Bezzotech



Backed by ARX

81% of companies that implemented digital
signatures reached ROI in 12 months or less. 25%
reached ROI in three months or less
— AIIM Survey, 2013. See www.goo.gl/4qDBG

Bezzotech’s CoSign Connector for Oracle
WebCenter Content
Bezzotech’s CoSign Connector for Oracle WebCenter Content
addresses these inefficiencies by enabling users to digitally sign

documents quickly and securely through familiar and
intuitive menus right from the enterprise content repository.
The CoSign Connector for Oracle WebCenter Content is highly
configurable and leverages all of the WebCenter Content
repository features such as workflow, revision control, and content
security providing the ability to meet all of your business
requirements and repository configurations.

Documents can be digitally signed, verified and reviewed from the WebCenter Content browser screens. No
software install is needed on the user's PC.

Key Features
CoSign

Bezzotech’s CoSign Connector







Easily Sign Content from within the
WebCenter Content Repository
Easily Define Signature Profiles that
can be mapped to Content Profiles
Configurable to require digital
signature within workflow
Easily installs using standard
Component Manager
Highly Configurable to meet your
business needs
Supported by Bezzotech with over
100 years combined ECM
experience










Standard digital signatures for all
document types
Millions of signers at securityminded businesses and
organizations
Low Total Cost of Ownership
(TCO) via automatic directory
synchronization
Compliance with national,
international and industry
standards
See www.arx.com for more
information

